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100% Achievments in 43 minutes
Thanks Zup!. Like a few of the other reviewers have said, this is the first time I've purchased an addon at full price. Well worth
it: the amount of detail here is extreme, and all of the west suburban downtowns are lovingly crafted, especially Naperville and
Downers Grove.
If you're familiar with the BNSF\/Metra, this is a must-have. Period.. A fun casual game. A reasonablly vast world to explore
and meet various, umm "things".. 18 Floors promised, only 2 available. They ran out of funds or ran off with the money but
there was running going on. By the way it's buggy on Windows Mixed Reality devices and besides visual artifacts you can't
properly rotate notes, which is something you'll want to do a lot. Avoid.. Pros:
+ Hard but fair difficulty
+ No playsession is the same
+ Great atmosphere
+ Has a regular developmentstream, so you know where your money wents
+ Awesome intro screen
+ 2 Keyboard layouts, perfect for left handed people
Cons:
- Bugs that prevent to start\/continue the game after death (Review is written in a really really early build)
- Enemy AI
- The game has no guidance, for example keys and paddle locks, ive got no clue how to use them
- The fights so far consist of hit and run tactic (This could maybe change deeper into the game, due to the shield)
Neutral:
= Artstyle is simply not my thing
= Some functionality is simply missing. Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Sound: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Replay\/Value: 6\/10
Overall: 7\/10. Great game. Does run on Windows 10 in full screen mode for me. Just don't switch to another program because
you will lose the game (it'll show a small, blacked-out window instead of full screen graphics). The game is pretty good about
saving progress so if it happens, not that big a deal.. $0.99 don't mind if I do.....
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Name me one other series of game where fighting is this intense, this varied, this challenging, and this fast.
This game is beautiful.
The flow of combat is beautiful.
The AI is beautiful (fight Dante at the fight before Sanctus on DMD mode. You'll see what I mean.)
The graphics are downright stunning, and are optimized enough to run well on a craptop.
I'm serious. I haven't seen optimization this good since Half-Life 2.
Don't like Nero? Ok. You get Dante in ten missions. He plays even more smoothly than he did in DMC3. His combos, as an
effect, are now so varied it's borderline ridiculous, and they don't feel even remotely choppy.
Not enough enemies? No problem. Play on Legendary Dark Knight difficulty. You'll have so many enemies that your style
meter won't know what to do.
Too slow for you? They've also got that covered. Turbo is in the PC version. Play Devil May Cry at 120% the speed it was
before. That's damn fast.
Don't like the bosses? Who cares? You get Bloody Palace once you beat the game (on not Easy). You don't even have to play as
Nero in it. You can start as Dante and show off your combo-crazy prowess on wave after wave of unfortunate foes.
Don't like Dante? Go see a doctor.
9.3/10
The only thing wrong with this game is the repitition of bosses (even moreso than the first DMC) and the terrible way the dice
game was implemented on Dante Must Die difficulty.
But to be honest, I've had more fun with the bosses here than I had with every other DMC.. An early game, but it's got good
potential and it's relatively fun as is. Needs a bit more story and a few extra mechanics to make is consistent and give the player
more drive to actually do things other than "just because". But it's got good potential and the base mechanics are more fun tham
the other earlier space survival VR game, I would though like more in depth mechanics like it had with the ability to pull of
panels and fix or salvage parts.
Another locomotion option might be good as well, some kind of tether or grabber gun might be good.
It's going for a very subnautica in space kind of feel, and if you were comparing to subnautica it compares favourably to the
very early builds of the game where there wasn't much to do other than gather and build.
Played for a bit and decided to keep it, will check in as it develops and updates.. The graphics in the cutscenes and gameplay
didn't render correctly, and I can't play the game like that.. Godawful grabbing mechanic and floaty physics lead to a very
fidgety and imprecise mess. It's hard for all the wrong reasons.. Game dies on the third level. total waste of money.
. My Review Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4-K7D_47qY
Insane Action in glorious vivid colors with awesome tripping and frequently changing music as you play!
I have played probably hundreds of these break-out style games since I was a kid on my Commodore 64 as a kid in the early
1980s.. and Shatter is easily the best one I have ever played! That is saying a LOT for this little gem!
My review for this game breaks down as follows:
Value (worth 40 points):
This game offers a TON of value with super addictive gameplay that will have you wanting to play again and again. With all the
different modes of play you will unlock and the fact that no two games will ever be the same, I give this game a 38 out of 40 for
value for your money (even at the full $9.99 USD price)
Fun (worth 30 points):
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This game also delivers in this facet of my game grading criteria. It's simply a helluva lot of fun to play, period. I give this game
a 28 out of 30 possible points here.
Controls & Bugs (worth 20 points)
No bugs at all that I've found, and the controls are amazing.. perfect to be completely honest. I prefer playing Shatter with a
mouse and keyboard, but you can play with a controller too! Everything can be configured to your personal preference! (From
your Steam library, right click on Shatter and choose the Shatter settings editor to change any setting at any time) 20 out of 20
possible points for Shatter in this aspect of the game!
Graphics & Sound (worth 10 points)
The music and sound in Shatter is beyond amazing, and the colorful and vivid graphics are also super attractive! Could the
graphics be a little better? Sure.. I think so! If they had only added shadows to the ball and bricks or somehow gave them a sense
of 3D depth, they graphics could have been even more beautiful then they are! So I'll knock this score just a little and give
Shatter an 8 out of 10 here.
Add it all up, and Shatter scores a super impressive 94% in my books, the HIGHEST SCORE of all of my Steam reviews at this
point, and I've reviewed about 80 Steam games at this point! That is a very impressive score to say the least!
My overall opinion:
If you haven't yet experienced Shatter, shut-up and give up the money right now! Don't wait for a sale! Don't think about it!
..Every minute you wait could be a minute of super addictive, fast paced, blissfully fun gaming you could be having! ..Any
gamer won't regret buying this truly awesome game, the only problem might be having to let other family members and friends
get their turn when they see you playing this eye catching masterpiece! Just do it! A MUST BUY!
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